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Abstract 

For most students, mathematics is difficult, boring, and not fun. However, mathematics is of great help in 

terms of academic performance and the development of students' calculation ability and abstract logical 

thinking. So how to make students like mathematics? How to improve students' mathematical ability? In 

response to these two doubts, this article designed the following teaching links based on HPM. The research 

method in this research is descriptive qualitative by describing the lesson plan on arithmetic material. The 

sample and population were grade 3, Elementary school, in Guilin, China. The results showed that in the real 

class, it was found that students were very interested in the "Digital Black Hole" game, their mathematical 

calculation ability and the ability to find problems All have improved a lot. This shows that under the guidance 

of HPM, eliciting mathematics teaching through mathematics culture can help increase students’ interest in 

mathematics, and students are also more aware that there are many magical relationships between numbers and 

numbers, which are worthy of us. Go explore and discover. 
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Abstrak 

Bagi kebanyakan siswa, matematika itu sulit, membosankan, dan tidak menyenangkan. Namun, matematika 

sangat membantu dalam hal kinerja akademik dan pengembangan kemampuan berhitung siswa dan pemikiran 

logika dan abstrak. Lantas bagaimana caranya agar siswa menyukai matematika? Bagaimana cara 

meningkatkan kemampuan matematika siswa? Menanggapi dua keraguan ini, artikel ini merancang tautan 

pengajaran berikut berdasarkan HPM dengan digital black hole. Metode penelitian pada penelitian ini adalah 

kualitatif deskriptive dengan menjabarkan lesson plan pada materi aritmatika. Sample dan populasi adalah anak 

kelas 3 di guilin, China. hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa Di kelas sebenarnya, ditemukan bahwa siswa 

sangat tertarik dengan permainan "Digital Black Hole", kemampuan berhitung matematis mereka dan 

kemampuan mencari masalah Semua telah meningkat pesat. Hal ini menunjukkan bahwa di bawah bimbingan 

HPM, memunculkan pengajaran matematika melalui budaya matematika dapat membantu meningkatkan minat 

siswa terhadap matematika, dan siswa juga semakin sadar bahwa ada banyak hubungan magis antara angka dan 

angka, yang berharga bagi kita. Jelajahi dan temukan. 

Kata kunci: lubang hitam digital, minat belajar, aritmatika 
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INTRODUCTION 

HPM is the relationship between the history of exponential science and mathematics 

education (Fachrudin et al., 2019; Feigenberg, 2002). It appeared as an academic research field since 

1972. At the Second International Conference on Mathematics Education, the International Research 

Group on the Relationship between Mathematics History and Mathematics Teaching (HPM) was 

established. The goal of HPM research is to improve the level of mathematics education through the 

use of mathematical history. HPM focuses on the relationship between mathematics and other 

subjects, the history of mathematics and the cognitive development of students, the history of 
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mathematics and the application of mathematics culture in teaching, etc. 

Normally textbooks only pay attention to the logical structure of knowledge (Aditya, Wijaya, 

Dewi, & Zulfah, 2020), and do not pay attention to the formation process and cultural background of 

knowledge. Students only know to learn all kinds of mathematics (Franestian, Suyanta, & Wiyono, 

2020; Izquierdo Álvarez, 2020), but they don't know why they want to learn (E.E. Rohaeti, Nurjaman, 

Sari, Bernard, & Hidayat, 2019; Wijaya, Tang, & Purnama, 2020; Wijaya, Ying, Chotimah, et al., 

2020), let alone the secrets hidden behind mathematical knowledge. Therefore, with the help of HPM 

theory, we not only let students learn knowledge, but also help them understand the mathematics 

culture and enhance their interest in mathematics. 

In elementary school, especially in the third and fourth grades (Brezovszky et al., 2019), the 

teacher usually shows the students several mathematical calculation formulas (Putri & Zulkardi, 2018; 

Yuliani, Fuad, & Ekawati, 2019), and then asks the students to summarize the formulas (Bernard & 

Chotimah, 2018), or guides the students to ask some questions from some pictures for the students to 

Solve (Puloo, Juniati, & Wijayanti, 2018; Wijaya, Ying, Chotimah, et al., 2020). For example, the 

Father has 5 yuan. He is going to buy basketball and football. A pencil is 0.8 yuan and a notebook is 

0.5 yuan. Question (1) How much does Xiao Ming need to buy 3 pencils and 5 notebooks? (2) How 

many pencils or books can be bought with the money in Xiao Ming's hand? (3) What other 

mathematical problems can you ask? These questions are very boring in the eyes of students. They 

don't like buying books or pencils, they prefer to play games, and they like some challenging 

knowledge. However, in order to achieve the goal of strengthening students' arithmetical skills, 

teachers often have to follow the requirements of the textbook (Syahputra & Utami, 2019), allowing 

students to perform a large number of addition and subtraction operations. So over time, most students 

lose interest in mathematics. Generally speaking, if you can follow the teacher's instructions, the 

students' calculation ability will be improved a lot (Ogbonnaya, 2019), but at the same time, they have 

lost interest in mathematics and did not realize the fun that mathematics brings to them. Therefore, it 

is necessary for us to use other methods to allow students to not only improve the level of addition 

and subtraction but also to keep students interested in mathematics. 

At the elementary school level, most students have weak calculation skills (Angganing, 2011; 

Siregar, 2017). Although they know basic addition and subtraction operations, they are not very 

proficient in three-digit and four-digit addition and subtraction calculations. And the students think 

mathematics especially the numbers are boring and meaningless. However, students' calculation 

ability directly affects their mathematics scores and their confidence in learning mathematics. Many 

operations are required in mathematics learning, and students also need to deepen the relationship 

between numbers and numbers through operations. HPM can build a bridge for students to learn 

mathematics and feel the charm of numbers, combine learning with interest, and help students learn 

better. 
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Meaningful learning is not about solving problems, but about finding problems and thinking 

about them (Euis Eti Rohaeti, 2010; Sari, Mardiyana, & Pramudya, 2020). but the teacher's job is to 

create an interesting learning atmosphere (Wijaya, Ying, Chotimah, et al., 2020; Wijaya, Ying, & 

Purnama, 2020), and they also had more reasons for mathematics. Finally, the feelings of the learning 

process are once again elevated to the students’ emotional attitudes and values, so that students can 

feel the wonderful world of mathematics with a feeling of awe, aesthetics, and yearning. 

 

METHOD 

This research is descriptive qualitative by describing the lesson plan on arithmetic material. 

Researchers designed lesson plans on arithmetic material. The sample of this research is the third-

grade students. They have learned the rules of addition and subtraction and multi-digit addition and 

subtraction. The third-grade students are more interested in games. First, tell them news about 

numbers and use stories about math culture to arouse students' curiosity. Then let them make 

calculations according to certain rules like playing a game, see if they can get the conclusion of the 

story, and improve their ability to verify mathematical knowledge. Then, show other mathematical 

knowledge and guide students to explore other secrets between numbers and numbers in mathematical 

games. In other words, when the two-digit black hole is explored, students will naturally have a lot of 

curiosity: Are there other digital black holes? How was the digital black hole discovered? Why is 

this? Therefore, the teacher introduced some other types of digital black holes along the way, allowing 

students to expand their imagination and thinking space again. When the get out of class is about to 

end, students still want to continue their studies. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

"Digital Black Hole" teaching process  

Show students the story of mathematics. One day in 1976, the "Washington Post" reported a piece 

of mathematics news: People were caught in an infinite loop of mathematics games. The rules of the 

game are like this: choose a natural number arbitrarily, if it is an even number, Divide by 2, and if it is 

odd, multiply it by 3 and add 1. Repeat the above calculations continuously for the result obtained, 

and the final result is always the same. 

Teacher: Do students like to play games? Today we will play a game about numbers. 

teacher: Do you believe the conclusion of this story, students? Can you try to calculate the final 

result? 

Mathematics questions are drawn from the mathematics story. Questions in the form of stories are 

very interesting for children. At the beginning of learning, you should focus on basic concepts rather 
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than giving formulas directly to students. This calculation is relatively simple and easy to perform, 

and can also stimulate students' interest. Next, the teacher leads the students to verify, such as number 

5. 

 

Figure 1a. E for Even number   Figure 1b. O for Odd number 

These two pictures take the numbers "5" and "12" as examples and calculate according to the rules 

in the story, and the number 5 will become number 1 after multiple calculations. That is to say, The 

starting number is 5，after calculation, 16 becomes 8, 8 becomes 4, 4 becomes 2, half of 2 is 1, 1 

becomes 4 after calculation, then 4 becomes 2 again, and finally 2 returns to 1 after calculation, I am 

stuck in a number loop and cannot get out. 

Show different questions, the final answer is 1. Why? By showing the wonder of number 

operations, greatly aroused the interest of students, telling students that the number 1 is a digital black 

hole discovered by previous mathematicians. 

The new educational goals have lowered the requirements for computing teaching (Lin, Zhou, 

Wang, & Wijaya, 2020; Yi, Ying, & Wijaya, 2019). Many students still feel that computing is boring 

and boring despite the decline in computing ability (Tan, Zou, Wijaya, Suci, & Dewi, 2020; Wijaya, 

Zulfah, et al., 2020). In order to enhance students' interest in computing learning, a special interest in 

mathematical culture is carried out. Calculation games make students feel the wonders of calculation. 

The teacher asks the student, 1). What is a digital black hole? 2). How is the three-digit number black 

hole 495 obtained? What are the rules to follow when calculating? 3). Can you still find those digital 

black holes? How to verify? 

In order to promote students' interest in computing, make computing interesting, and then 

proficient in the calculation skills of correct calculation; through purposeful cooperative learning, 
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students can further learn to cooperate with others and realize the advantages of cooperative learning; 

through search Data, preliminary understanding, and then the conjecture-verification and the process 

of drawing conclusions, and experience the origin of mathematical conclusions. 

The conversation opening in the teaching process  

Teacher: Classmates, everyone in life has their own charm. The better your quality and 

knowledge, the more attractive you will be, and you will have a strong attraction to others. Admire 

and envy, and then become An example for students to learn! What is the name of the most attractive 

celestial body in the universe? (Blackhole) The teacher shows the relevant pictures of the black hole 

to the students. 

 

Figure 2. black hole 

the first picture of a black hole taken by humans. The black part is the "shadow" cast by the black 

hole, and the bright part is the sucker rotating at high speed around the black hole. the attraction of 

black holes to nearby matter and even light will be sucked in by the black hole. 

 

The main section in the teaching process to  learn new knowledge  

Teacher: Who will introduce what a black hole is? 

Student 1: In the universe, there is such an extremely mysterious celestial body called "black hole". Its 

gravitational force is strong, and any matter passing near it must be attracted by it and never come out 

again. In mathematics, black holes are used to illustrate an inescapable result or destiny. 

Teacher: The answer is very good. The black hole will attract everything around it, and even the light 

will not escape. So what is a digital black hole? 

Student 2: Mathematics black hole refers to a certain kind of operation. This kind of operation is 

generally limited to starting from certain integers. After a finite number of operations, the result will 

inevitably fall into one point or several points. 

Teacher: So do you understand what one point or several points mean? 

Student 3: Number 1 is a digital black hole, which is one point, and 495 is three points. 

So what is the rule for the three-digit number 495 black hole you studied? 

Student 4: As long as you enter a three-digit number, the ones, tens, and hundreds of digits are 
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required to be different, but numbers like 111 and 222 are not allowed. Next, rearrange the three 

numbers that make up this three-digit number according to size, and get a new number by subtracting 

the largest number and the smallest number, and then rearranging them in the above manner, and then 

subtracting them. Finally, you will always get 495. digital. (Note: When one of the three numbers is 0, 

put 0 at the top, such as 5, 5, and 0. The largest number is 550, and the smallest number should be 55 

instead of 505). 

The teacher projects this rule. 

Teacher: So what should be paid attention to when forming a black hole? 

Student 5: The conditions for forming a black hole are: the single digits, tens digits, and hundreds of 

digits are not the same, then arrange and subtract 

Teacher: How to verify it? 

Group cooperation of 4 students, Three team members say a number they like, and the team leader 

is responsible for recording. Then calculate the difference according to the rearrangement method. 

Stop when you think you can’t. 

 

Figure 3. students’ answer 

Report results from student can be seen in figure 3. The student said that they use 315 for 

calculation, the process is as follows and According to the student’s report, a mathematical conjecture 

can be drawn: Will the method of calculating the difference of all three-digit numbers by 

rearrangement get 495? 

The second cooperation of a group of 4 students: (required) the three team members each say a 

number they like, and the group leader is responsible for recording. Then calculate the difference 

according to the rearrangement method. After counting to 495, change three numbers and continue 

counting. 

The teacher can explain that The three-digit gravitation of 495 is so strong that it can suck all the 

three-digits in again. Give 495 another name: a three-digit black hole. We once again proved that the 

three-digit number black hole is 495 through the method of finding the information-verifying-to reach 

the final conclusion. 

Teacher: Have you discovered other digital black holes? What rules do they have, can you verify? 
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Exploring and communicating within a group is more than one discovery than which group. 

Students pay attention to check whether the calculation process is correct. 

Students carry out research, communication, and verification activities within the group and 

Which group of students report. 

 

Give Time For Students To Discuss  

Group 1: Our group found a four-digit black hole, randomly choose four different numbers to 

form a largest four-digit number and a smallest four-digit number, subtract the decimal number from 

the large number, and use the four of the result Repeat the above process for the number of bits, and 

finally get 6174. And 7641-1467=6174. It seems to have fallen into a black hole and will never get 

out. 

 

Figure 4. results of group work 1 

The discussion answers from group 1 can be seen in Figure 2, they take the number 1234 as an 

example, carry out the calculation process of the digital black hole, and find that the four-digit digital 

black hole is the number "4167". 

 

Figure 5. results of group work 2 
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Take the numbers 18, 58, and 23 as examples, carry out the calculation process of digital black 

holes, and find that the two-digit digital black hole is the number "9" 

Teacher: The students in your group are amazing! Not only has it found a four-digit black hole, but it 

also takes less time than checking a three-digit number! At the same time, they are displayed in the 

form of a table, we can see more clearly, applaud the efforts of this group! Did other students find 

anything else? 

Group 3: The two-digit number black hole is 9 

The teacher: The students did a good job. Through their own efforts, they found a two-digit and four-

digit black hole, which is very meaningful. No matter what the initial four-digit number is, it can 

always be counted as 6174 in the end, and once it is counted as 6174, it will be like falling into a 

black hole and never jumping out again! This was discovered by the Indian mathematician Caprecar 

in 1949, so it is called the number of the Caprecar black hole. 

The proposal of black holes in mathematics has attracted students' attention to numbers, which is 

much better than direct knowledge. Under the magical and beautiful mask of mathematics culture, 

students' interest has been greatly enhanced (Juandi & Jupri, 2013; Tezer & Karasel, 2010), making 

students' love for computing like a spring of water, making students like computing. Unconsciously, 

through the challenge of the digital black hole problem, a certain degree of abdicated subtraction 

practice was achieved, which improved the students' mathematical calculation ability, and most 

importantly, mobilized the students' enthusiasm for computing learning. With the help of HPM 

theory, students have enhanced their mathematics calculation ability, and they can also explore and 

discover some mathematical laws on their own, which improves classroom efficiency and teaching 

quality. It is worthy of our promotion. 

Based on the concept of HPM, take mathematics cultural knowledge as the direction of guiding 

teachers' teaching concepts, instead of separating "learning" from "teaching". This shows that 

"education is planned, conscious, purposeful and organized learning." In this situation, teachers' 

attention and research on students' learning styles are very important (Nunohara et al., 2020; 

Syahputra & Utami, 2019). With the development and changes of the times, we are more and more 

agree today that the learning process is very important. How do the children learn? What did they feel, 

what did they experience, and what did they realize? How do they "reach" a certain learning goal? 

These issues are often overlooked. Through the holistic and creative teaching characteristics, the 

teacher’s “teaching” and the students’ “learning” are linked together, starting from the basic digital 

black hole, to discover the law of the three-digit digital black hole, and then diverging to two digits or 

even The four-digit digital black hole protects and stimulates the learning potential of students and 

promotes their learning and growth. 
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CONCLUSION 

It is very important to increase students' interest in learning at the opening of class. Digital 

Black Hole is a simple learning media that can be used to increase student interest in learning. By 

using digital black holes students will not think that mathematics only talks about numbers, but 

mathematics also talks about the fun things that exist on earth. Suggestions for elementary 

mathematics teachers to continue to be creative in using learning models and media in the classroom 

so that elementary students like mathematics since childhood. 
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